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Recent results from LEP on mixing in the B sector are reviewed. The new LEP











, starts to signicantly constrain the unitarity
triangle for the rst time.
1 Introduction







combinations of their corresponding mass eigenstates. The mass dierence
(m
q
) between the mass eigenstates gives rise to a time dependent phase






which oscillates as a function of time. Assuming CP is conserved and
negligible dierence in decay widths between the two mass eigenstates, the
probability of observing a B
q




















where t is the proper time and 
B
q
is the relevant B
q
lifetime. A measurement
of the oscillation frequency therefore allows m
q
to be determined, in analogy
to the neutral kaon system.
Within the Standard Model, mixing is mediated by box diagrams involving
two W -bosons and two quarks of charge
2
3
e. Taking only the dominant top











































is the Fermi constant, F gives the functional dependence on the ratio



















the decay constant for the B
q
meson. Substantial theoretical uncertainties






























Figure 1: The unitarity triangle represented in     space;  and  are parameters of the
Wolfenstein parameterization of the CKM matrix and  is the sin of the Cabbibo angle

































is under better control as all dependence on the top mass drops out and the



























can be used to constrain the length of a side of one of the most useful unitarity
triangles of the CKM matrix (Fig. 1). Assuming the Standard Model to be
correct, existing measurements of the CKM matrix elements can be used
1
to










At LEP, both time-integrated and time-dependent methods can be used to ex-




. As time-integrated measurements have
no sensitivity to large m, for the fast B
s
oscillation one must rely on mea-
suring the time dependence of the mixing. At the (4S) only the total time
integrated probability of B
d
mixing can be measured as the B's are produced
at rest and B
s
mesons are not created.
Experimental measurement of the oscillation frequency necessitate tagging
the production and decay states of the B
q
meson and a measurement of its
proper time.
2
The decay tag is obtained by looking at the charge of some of the nal state
decay particles for example, a high p
t











The production tag is more involved and is inferred from studying the
properties of the b hadron in the opposite thrust hemisphere to the decay
tag for example, the charge of a high p
t
lepton or the momentum weighted
hemisphere jet charge. Many analyses also use information from the same
hemisphere, such as the charge of the leading fragmentation kaon (just for B
s
)
or the same hemisphere jet charge. Although the rate of mistag () from a
combination of the same and opposite jet charges (  28%) is usually higher
than that from a high p
t
lepton (  20%) or fragmentation kaon (  26%)
this is compensated by its high eciency. Using a method (\optimal tagging")
of combining information from variables choosen to have some discriminating
power to identify the initial state, (for example the p
t
of a lepton, the value of
the jet charge etc.) ALEPH
2
has obtained an eective (event-by-event) mistag
of  27% with 100% eciency.
The proper time is calculated as t = g` where g is 1/boost and ` is the
decay length. The decay length is the distance from the primary vertex to
the B decay vertex projected onto the estimated B ight direction. The B
vertex is reconstructed by combining the charged track(s) thought to come
directly from the B with a fully or partially reconstructed charm particle. The














The rst term corresponds to the eect of the boost resolution (
g
=g  10  
20%) and increases with t. The second term, approximately constant, is due to
the decay length resolution (
`
 230  400m) and dominates the resolution
at small t.
The nal sensitivity of a particular analysis to mixing depends on the
















where N is the total number of selected events and p is the purity of the
sample. As the exponential term, due to the smearing from the proper time
resolution, is important for large m
q
, the requirements on the proper time
resolution for B
s
mixing are much more stringent than for B
d
mixing. For the
more exclusive analyses the decrease in statistics is usually compensated by





Figure 2 summarises the latest LEP measurements of m
d
. Also show for
comparison are measurements from the (4S) (using 
B
d
= 1:570:05 ps) and
CDF. The names of the analyses are chosen such that the words before (after)
the slash refer to the method for tagging the decay (production) state. Here L
means high p
t
lepton, QJ means jet charge, OPT means optimal tagging, D

means fully reconstructed D

meson and nally 

L means a new decay tag
from DELPHI in which a slow pion from the D

is vertexed with a lepton. For
the LEP average, only measurements plotted with a lled circle are used, also
no attempt is made to take into account the small statistical and systematic






None of the B
s
mixing analyses claim to measure m
s
; instead a 95% con-
dence level exclusion is quoted. The exclusion is determined by nding the min-
imum in the negative log likelihood distribution as a function of the assumed
value of m
s
and moving up from this minimum by a xed number of likeli-
hood units (lnL
95
). Naively, for a 95% CL one would expect lnL
95
= 1:92;
in practice it is found that, due to the presence of fake minima, the value is
larger ( 2-3), may be a function of the assumed m
s
and dier from analysis
to analysis. A calibration of the 95% CL curve must therefore be performed,
at each value of m
s
, by studying many fast Monte Carlo experiments.
To estimate the systematic uncertainties, when generating each fast Monte
Carlo experiment used to calculate the 95% CL curve, ALEPH simultaneously
vary the central values of all the parameters under study within their Gaussian
error. The net eect is that the lnL
95
is slightly increased ( 0:3   0:5).
OPAL have a dierent approach; they introduce a Gaussian constraint on
each of the systematic parameters and maximise the likelihood with respect to
these constrained parameters at each value of m
s
. In general the systematics
are small and mostly aect the low m
s
region. For the inclusive analyses the
most important systematic uncertainty is from f
s
, the fraction of B
s
events
produced when the b quarks from the Z
0
hadronise. For the D
s
based analysis







Figure 4 summarises the 95% CL exclusion regions obtained from all the
LEP analyses using this procedure. As the quoted exclusion regions are inu-
enced by statistical uctuations, the m
s
reach of the dierent analyses can





based on only 277 D
s
-lepton candidates
























Figure 2: Summary of the LEP m
d
measurements. The number in square brackets refers
to the relevant reference. The data sample used is also indicated.


































































Result of the fitALEPH
Figure 3: Likelihood ts to the fraction of events tagged as mixed versus proper time for
some m
d
analyses: the L3 L/L, the OPAL D

/L, the DELPHI 

L/QJ and the ALEPH
L/QJ.
5
yields a limit of 6:6 ps
 1
. The small statistics is compensated by the very high
B
s
purity ( 65%), and the good vertex (
`




ALEPH have developed another new analysis
11




with an oppositely charged hadronic track selected to be likely to




H/OPT). Compared to the previous analysis,




direct charm production and the misassignment of tracks from the primary
vertex to the B vertex.
The ALEPH L/L analysis
12
uses 9710 leptons with a proper time mea-
surement and assuming f
s







, after events used in the L/L analysis are removed
to ensure statistical independence, a total of 63131 leptons are tagged using a
jet charge based on information from both hemispheres.
All the DELPHI analyses
14
use data up to 1994. As they have not cali-
brated their 95% CL a conservative value of lnL
95
= 3 is used here to dene
their exclusion regions. They assume f
s
= (10:0  2:2)%. In the DELPHI
D
s






is reconstructed in addition
to those used by ALEPH. The DELPHI L/L analysis uses 4778 events and
provides a limit of 2:2 ps
 1
. The DELPHI L/QJ analysis uses 60381 tagged
events and provides a limit of 3:6 ps
 1
.







, which also includes a sample requiring only a
 from the charm particle, has a log likelihood distribution with a large dip
near 0:5 ps
 1
. The OPAL L/QJ analysis
7
uses over 90000 events and provides
a limit of 3:1 ps
 1
. Their L/L analysis
8
use data only up to 1993 and gives a
limit of 2:2 ps
 1
.
4.1 Combination of m
s
Results
In order to combine the various analyses, naively one would simply add the
individual log likelihoods, nd the new minimum and apply the same prescrip-
tion as previously discussed. In this case the calibration of the 95% CL limit
curve is rather dicult, as strictly it would require a \grand" Monte Carlo
simulation incorporating all the individual analyses. This becomes even more
problematic when attempting to combine likelihoods from dierent experi-
ments. A new procedure to combine mixing results (\amplitude method"), in
which the amplitude of the oscillation is tted as a function of m
s
, has been
proposed to overcome this problem
3
. As many of the analyses do not provide
the necessary information to perform an amplitude method combination, for
6
Figure 4: A summary of the 95% CL exclusion regions for m
s
. The number in square
















































95% CL curve (no syst.)
95% CL curve (with syst.)
Figure 5: The ALEPH D
s
H/OPT analysis: (a) Fraction of candidates tagged as mixed as a
function of the proper time. The solid curve is the likelihood t for m
s
. (b) The negative
log-likelihood with respect to the minimum as a function of m
s
. The solid curve shows
the data. The dotted (dot-dashed) line is the 95% CL curve with (without) systematics.
7
Figure 6: The individual log likelihoods distributions and their sum for the various analyses.
(a) ALEPH analyses, (b) DELPHI analyses, (c) OPAL analyses, (d) LEP combined.




The individual log likelihoods and their sum, relative to the minimum,
for the ALEPH, DELPHI and OPAL analyses are shown in Figs. 6(a),(b)





. Possible statistical overlap in the DELPHI L/L and
L/QJ analysis is ignored. Fig. 6(d) shows the sum of the ALEPH, DELPHI and
OPAL combined log likelihoods. Again assuming lnL
95
= 3 the combined
LEP average is > 9:5 ps
 1
. Using the world average 
B
s
= 1:61 0:10 ps
17




The measurement of m
d





, i.e. a relative error of 3:6%. This can be compared







, used in equation 1
to access jV
td
j, of  40%
1
. In order to reduce the theoretical uncertainties, the


















j > 3:8. In terms of the unitarity triangle this corresponds to
8





three curves correspond to  = 1:2 (solid),  = 1:15 (dashed) and  = 1:1 (dots). The region
to the left of the curves are excluded. The allowed region for the apex is taken from Ref. [1].
a circle in the     plane which starts to signicantly constrain the allowed
region for its apex (Fig. 7).
The B
s
mixing analyses at LEP are statistics limited. As LEP has re-







longer copiously produced, future prospects for signicantly improved limits or
possible observation of B
s
mixing at LEP are not bright. Nevertheless, some
modest progress can be expected as analyses improve and all experiments in-
corporate the 1995 data (+20%). The conclusive observation of the elusive
B
s
oscillation may therefore have to wait for future experiments at Tevatron,
HERA and LHC.
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